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Have you ever felt as if “mathemagic” happened in your math class when reviewing 
your notes? How did your professor move from one step to the next step? If so 
perhaps it is time to revise your note taking skills. Math notes are intended to enable 
you to not only understand the process of completing problems from your math class, 
but also to enable you to understand the ideas behind each concept covered in class. 
In short, they are to help you understand that what you learned is not “mathemagic”, 
but a useful collection of mathematical concepts that help describe something you 
might encounter in your daily life. 

What to Include 

In order to take quality math notes for your math class you need to know what you 
should be including in these notes. Examples of problems are not enough1. The 
“mathemagic” is hidden in the descriptions of what happens. In each lecture a 
professor explains what is happening, but they may not write it down. Interpret what they say and include it in your notes.  

The following is a list of things to include in your notes if possible: 

• Examples • Processes 
• Definitions of Words • Concepts or Patterns 
• Formal Rules • Your own description of what is happening 
• Questions  

 

How to Format Notes 

Math notes should be formatted similar to how you would format notes you take for other classes. Your organization style is 
important to define and continue. An important element in math notes, one which is often overlooked, is to explain what is 
happening with more than just numbers. Thus, two columns should be created2. 
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Left Side (Regular Notes) 

On the left side of these notes take notes just as you normally would. Include examples, definitions of words, concepts, and 
anything your professor writes on the board. There should be an organization. If you are learning about the Quadratic Formula 
there should be a heading with the quadratic formula and a description of what it is. Then there should be examples under that of 
how the quadratic formula is used and descriptions that your professor may give. 

Right Side (What’s Going On?) 

On the right side you write about what is happening. Include questions, catchy phrases that help you remember, and your own 
interpretation of what is happening. This column allows you to record your thinking process. You explain how and why you move 
from step to step on examples. You explain why a definition is the way it is and what previous concepts it may build from. Record 
your thinking so that you can refer back to it later.  

What to do with Your Notes 

So you took notes. Now what? Within a few hours after class review your notes. Make sure you understand what is written. Ask 
questions and add them to the right side. Then search for the answers. Each time you sit down to do your homework make sure 
your notes are easily accessible. They may turn out to be more useful than the book at times. They are a collection of your 
thoughts and ideas on the subject while you were learning. You can add to your notes as you do your homework. Answer 
questions you may have asked that you now understand better. Use your notes as you do your homework. Identify concepts 
from your notes that you are working on while you do your homework. Connect ideas you have learned together for greater 
understanding. 
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